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junior Desiree Yeager. Agreeing with
her friend, junior Jennie Rizzolo added,
“The juniors tried their hardest, but we
disagreed with the referee’s last call.
Hopefully next year we will win.”

Athletics open new opportunities for students
by Riddhi Doshi
When looking through college
admission stories a person is destined to
find at least one story of an athlete who
got into college on a full scholarship even
if he or she did not have an outstanding
SAT score or GPA in high school. Many
people are under the impression that
athletes have a huge advantage when
applying to colleges. The Trumpet went
to the guidance counselors and Parkland
High School’s transitional coordinator,
Mr. Roberts, to see if this was true.
     The fact of the matter is that all colleges
are looking for well-rounded students that
will contribute to their college. Whether
it be through arts or purely clubs on
the campus. Most colleges have sports
teams which they want to succeed and
win. They make sure to pick excelling
athletes in their freshman class through
the admissions offices.  
     “Sports open doors. They help a student
stick out,” said guidance counselor Mr.
Hulmes.
    The miracle stories many people hear
about athletes getting into schools on
full scholarships are not as miraculous
as they sound. In reality, there are strict
requirements about grades and SAT
scores that must be met by athletes. As
the skill level of an athlete advances him
or her into a higher division, the harder
they must work in school to meet the
raised minimum bar.
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“Field hockey helped expose me to
different colleges, such as Syracuse,
which invited me to meet the coach and
current players on the team. I also got to
see the campus,” said sophomore Lauren
Gardner.
There are surely cases where an
exceptional athlete may get into a college
while a student who had incredible grades
but was not able to participate in many
activities may not. This could be largely
because of the demands of the college’s
sports teams. When the college needs a
specific player for its team, it will look
for an athlete who plays that position
well. Colleges are always looking for
good athletes who will make their sports
teams much better. This point cannot be
stressed enough.
     To be able to get into a school on a
full scholarship is a huge achievement.
However, for example, a full football
scholarship from a school like Penn
State means “They own you. It is like a
business,” said Mr. Roberts.
By this he means the athlete receiving
the scholarship is obligated to spend
a certain amount of time training and
practicing. That athlete must also work
very hard to keep his grades above
average. He or she must contribute to
the college more than the average student
who was accepted simply because of
their good grades and extracurricular
activities.
     Many students must be thinking, “I

participate in clubs. How does that look
when compared with being on a sports
team?” Clubs are a big part of being
a well-rounded student. They teach
students organization and speaking skills
and many other clubs also give students
the opportunity to do work for the
community or work to make the school
a better place.
     “Being on a sports team makes a
student look better because there is a lot
more time put into playing a sport than
being in a club,” said Roberts. That does
not mean every student in the school
should stop going to club meetings,
because colleges have clubs too. By
participating in high school clubs, it
shows admission officers that a student
is more likely to join clubs in colleges
as well. The reason colleges want wellrounded students is so they themselves
can be better-rounded.  
Parkland has great athletics, with
teams for every sport a person can
imagine. Whether it be golf, tennis, field
hockey, volleyball, swimming, football,
soccer, baseball or softball Parkland has
something for everyone. If any student is
athletically inclined, then it is definitely
a good idea to at least try out for sports
teams because this is truly a great way
to stand on a college application. The
moral of the story is that sports are
significant if students are looking to
higher education, but being well-rounded
is equally important.

Sports

The Scoreboard
by Sam Wolf
In the world of sports, it seems as
though there is always controversy
amongst the judgment of the referees
and officials. Fans usually have a call to
argue about by the game’s end. However, professional sports have been able to
reduce this problem: instant replay. It is
rare to see a football game without a play
under review, a tennis match without a
challenge or buzzer beater in basketball
without a review.
It seems as though every sport has
come into the 21st century except for
baseball. Last season, a slight form of
instant replay was instituted into baseball, but it is only to be used in order to
review homerun calls. This system was
introduced last season after a stretch of
three incorrect homerun calls in four
days, two of which involving the New
York Yankees on national television.
This season, more specifically during the playoffs, there have been several
calls that could have easily been cured
by instant replay. I know this because
after the play occured and the broadcasters reviewed the play, it was obvioius
that the call should have been reversed.
Had the umpires been able to use an
instant replay system, they would have
saved themselves a couple of “boo’s.”
However, this postseason is not the
first time the concept of incorporating an
instant replay system into baseball has
arisen. Ever since challenges in football
and tennis became the norm, baseball
fans have felt that Bud Selig, the major
league baseball commissioner, is leaving
them out to dry.
Personally, I have always been for using the best technology possible in order
to be as exact as possible and make the
correct call. Players work too hard and
fans pay too much money for tickets and
televisions to not be able to receive the
proper call.
If I were Bud Selig I would have
implemented a democratic system of review five years ago. By that I mean if a
call is questionable, every umpire on the
field at the time needs to agree that the
call made by the umpire was most likely
incorrect and should be placed under
review. That does not mean that every
close call should be placed under reviews. An instant replay system should
only be used when the umpire is most
likely wrong. Otherwise, there will be
too many breaks in the games, and nobody wants to see anymore commericals
with cave men and geckos advertising
car insurance.
Major League Baseball has clearly
used a laissez-faire policy for any sort of
controvercial issue that has come their
way. This was perfectly displayed by its
reactions during the “steroid era.” If they
could create some sort of in depth review
system, they would most certainly gain
more respect from the world of sports.
Baseball can no longer be the old
guy sitting behind a fense with a cigar.
The world is transforming into the thirty-year old guy in the Calvin Klein suit,
and the MLB has been stuck at the bar
trying to justify himself to the bartender
who could care less. Not only would a
review system earn them more respect,
but they would recieve less criticism by
the “Baseball Tonight Crew” and have
an appreciative fan base.
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